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About This Game

Pitfall Planet is a two-player co-operative puzzle-solving adventure game that takes place on a distant, forgotten mining world.
Two astrobots, recently stranded and separated from their ship, must traverse the subterranean caves of the ruined planet and

overcome its many perils in the process.

In Pitfall Planet, you and your friend are equipped with the latest and greatest in astro-miner technology! Players can use their
grappling hooks to pick up objects (including each other!) and throw them over gaps or cliffs. To collect all the ore in each level,

you'll learn to master buttons, crates, lanterns, bouncy pads, rockets, tanks, and more!

SPACE features, in SPACE!

Play with a friend through a variety of levels with intriguing puzzles and dangerous enemies.

Explore a mysterious overworld to discover caverns and secrets.

Find hidden gems in every level, which can be used to unlock HATS!

Choose a control scheme that works for you; play with controllers or on your keyboard, or even with two players sharing
one controller!

Throw your friends into pits of lava!
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Do it again! Don't worry, they'll be just fine.
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Title: Pitfall Planet
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bonfire Games
Publisher:
adamgryu
Release Date: 2 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ (and later)

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.00 GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or higher with 1GB Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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pitfall planet switch. pitfall planet download. pitfall planet ps4. pitfall planet soundtrack. pitfall planet trailer. pitfall planet
game. pitfall planet metacritic. pitfall planet steam. pitfall planet nintendo. pitfall planet eshop. pitfall planet walkthrough.
pitfall planet nsp. pitfall planet gameplay. pitfall planet review. pitfall planet switch review. pitfall planet nintendo switch. pitfall
planet

This game is absolutely amazing and adorable! The puzzles are not too difficult but also not too easy. I played it with my bf and
I always show the game to the kids and teens in my gaming workshops and they all love it as well! It is not a very long game but
worth every penny! I also bought a copy of the game on my Nintendo Switch today just because I love it so much :). One of the
better co-op games I've played. Puzzle your way through levels together, collecting fuel to unlock the elevator and finding
hidden gems for cosmetic unlocks. The gimmick in Pitfall Planet is that you have a grappling hook, picking up items and the
other player and throwing them into lava throwing them to the other side so they can get you over gaps too.\t

I really like the graphics, the person that decides the car on the overworld is controlled by both players probably should not
make these decisions. The game took about 4 hours to complete, you could get more out of it by collecting all the gems.
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